WELCOME TO THE
NEW WORLD OF WORK
The COVID-19 pandemic created a global shift in
the way we view work and the spaces we work
from. While some people adapted easily to work
from home, others missed the cross-pollination of
creativity and social cohesion of office space.
The new world of work incorporates the best of
both worlds by adopting a more agile approach
that allows employees to work from the office when
collaboration and teamwork are needed, and from
home for solitary focus work. The result is that many
businesses are downsizing the square meterage of
their workspaces and allowing staff and teams to
take responsibility for how they divide their time
between home and the office.
The challenge now lies in managing scheduling to
avoid conflicts and ensure that not everybody is in
the same place at the same time.
Tsebo Workplace Design offers a streamlined solution
through its Integrated Workspace Management
System, which assists with desk occupancy, room
scheduling and space reservation. Our user-friendly
solution means that physical and remote work spaces
can be managed quickly and easily using innovative
QR Codes and lightweight web-app technology.
Our smart booking system can be implemented
immediately allowing employees to secure in-office
workspaces ranging from individual desk space to
shared meeting rooms. Under current conditions, this
tool provides an easy means to comply with COVID-19
Health & Safety protocols.

TSEBO WORKPLACE DESIGN

Features of the Integrated Workspace
Management System include:
An occupancy management system
tailored to your specific physical
workspace, that supports COVID-19
regulations and the efficient use of
space by controlling office-presence
and flexible work arrangements.
A tool that allows employees agility
and the psychological comfort
of managing their own flexible
working efficiently, providing
organisations with the opportunity
to use space more effectively.
An admin-easy meeting roomreservation system to secure
collaboration workspaces for
multiple users.
An integrated visitor-management
system to track and monitor the
access of external parties to your
physical space.
A detailed advanced analytic report
on office space utilisation and
employee behaviours.

Benefits include:
■ A system to alleviate confusion and save time spent on space
management.
■ Occupancy cost saving – with the Integrated Workspace
Management System you can detect unnecessary space usage
within your company, which could help you cut down on office space.
■ Safer COVID-19 regulation enforcement in the workplace – with the
Integrated Workspace Management System you can use contactless
COVID-19 screening tests that keep your employees safer.

The system allows for:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Hot-desk reservation
Meeting room scheduling
Visitor check-in and screening
Collaborative space reservation
Office map displays
No-touch QR code scanning
Insightful reporting and analytics

LEVEL 1 B-BBEE
Tsebo Workplace Design is a Level 1 B-BBEE company,
providing comprehensive and flexible workplace
solutions delivered by our highly professional team.

Scan here to
watch reception
check in video

Scan here to
watch room
scheduling video

Scan here to
watch occupancy
management video

For more information visit www.tsebofacilities.com
Or contact us on info@tseboworkplace.com

+27 (0)11 441 5300

GET IN TOUCH

info@tseboworkplace.com

Workspaces that
work, for you.

